INSCOM POLYGRAPH COUNTERMEASURES REPORT

Data Entry Form

Exam CCN: 902-0470-14

Date(s) of Exam: 7 January 2014


Reason for Exam:
- CSP: X
- CE Investigation: 
- Operational: 
- CCF: 

Previous Exam(s):
- When: N/A
- Where: N/A

Series #/Exam Format/# of Charts, e.g., I/ZCT/3; II/MGQT/3;
- /MIT/ 
- /ZCT/ 
- /RI/ 
- 1/TES/2 
- /DLCT/ 

CM Confirmed (Examinee Admission):
Type CM: Physical, specifically EXAMINEE changing his breathing
How Employed: EXAMINEE stated HE concentrated on his breathing and attempted to alter it during the DLC questions in order to provide a clear difference in his physical reactions between the security questions and the DLCs.

Where CM Info: EXAMINEE read online websites, specifically Antipolygraph.org.
Time Trained/Practiced: EXAMINEE read websites prior to HIS examination.
Training/Assistance Received (From whom): N/A

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
Why CM Employed: EXAMINEE stated HE employed countermeasures to improve his responses to the DLCs as HE didn’t know how sensitive the instrument was.
Generic Description of Info Subject Tried to Conceal: None.
Rank Significance of Info/Admission: N/A

1 = Little Significance (e.g., “pillow talk” w/spouse)
2 = Somewhat Significant (e.g., degrees of mishandled classified material, No Espionage)
3 = Very Significant (e.g., disclosed SAP info to uncleared persons; unreported contact w/FIS;

CM Suspected (Not Confirmed): N/A
Why:
By QC: same
By Examiner: same

Degree of Suspicion: low medium high
(circle one) 1 2 3 4 5

Resolution of Exam/Status: EXAMINEE admitted to using CMs and completed a Sworn Statement. EXAMINEE was re-tested the same day with favorable results.

Referred for adjudication:

Chart Quality:

(circle one) Pneumos: poor average very good
1 2 3 4 5

(circle one) EDA: poor average very good
1 2 3 4 5

(circle one) Cardio: poor average very good
1 2 3 4 5
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